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Abstract Association Rule Mining is one of the impor-

tant data mining activities and has received substantial

attention in the literature. Association rule mining is a

computationally and I/O intensive task. In this paper, we

propose a solution approach for mining optimized fuzzy

association rules of different orders. We also propose an

approach to define membership functions for all the con-

tinuous attributes in a database by using clustering

techniques. Although single objective genetic algorithms

are used extensively, they degenerate the solution. In our

approach, extraction and optimization of fuzzy association

rules are done together using multi-objective genetic

algorithm by considering the objectives such as fuzzy

support, fuzzy confidence and rule length. The effective-

ness of the proposed approach is tested using computer

activity dataset to analyze the performance of a multi

processor system and network audit data to detect anomaly

based intrusions. Experiments show that the proposed

method is efficient in many scenarios.
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1 Introduction

The discovery of association rules in large databases has

been the focus of a number of research papers since its

introduction [1]. The structure of an association rule is in

the form of a relationship between valuesets of attributes

(A) B) in a database in the early proposals. Each rule has

two measurements, support and confidence. Confidence is a

measure of the rule’s strength, while support corresponds

to statistical significance.

However, an active research in this area over the recent

years has lead to a variety of structures to characterize

association rules. Tables in most business and scientific

domains have richer attribute type. Attribute can be

quantitative (e.g. age, income) or category-based (e.g. zip

code, make of car). The problem is to identify association

rules between quantitative and category-based data in

relational tables. A quantitative association rule is of the

form (Age: 30:39)^(Married: yes) ) (No. of cars: 2).

Based on variations in support value in the formation of the

association rules, we have Crisp association rules and fuzzy

association rules [2]. Fuzzy association rules are the fine-

tuned versions of quantitative association rules where

fuzzy sets are used.

Existing algorithms (e.g. [1, 3, 4]) involve discretizing

the domains of quantitative attributes into intervals so as to

discover quantitative association rules. But, these intervals

may not be concise and meaningful enough for human

experts to easily obtain nontrivial knowledge [5]. On the

other hand, we can use fuzzy association rules of the form:

‘‘if X is A then Y is B: (X is A) Y is B)’’ which provides a

smooth boundary, where each attribute xk in X will have a

fuzzy set fxk in A such that fxk belongs to Fxk, a set of all

fuzzy sets and is similar for attribute Y [6, 7]. Linguistic
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representation [8] makes the discovered rules to be much

natural for human experts to understand.

Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) or Genetic Algorithms

(GA) [9, 10] are randomized search procedures often used

as optimization algorithms in most data mining applica-

tions. In this paper, the process of extracting optimized

fuzzy association rules is modeled as a multi-objective

optimization problem. Extraction and optimization of

fuzzy association rules of different orders are done together

using Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA). We

applied this technique to computer activity dataset which

describes about the performance of a multi processor sys-

tem. Intrusion detection has become an important area of

research since it is not technically feasible to build a sys-

tem with no vulnerabilities [11]. Rule based expert

systems, machine learning methods [12], time-based

inductive machine [13], neural network-based systems [14]

exist in the literature for solving this problem. More

recently, techniques from the data mining area have been

used to mine normal patterns from network audit data [15].

Intrusions in the network can be found by calculating the

deviation of current network traffic data with the extracted

patterns. In this paper, the above problem is solved by

integrating fuzzy logic with data mining methods for

intrusion detection [16]. Here, we defined two measures

Intrusion Chance factor (ICF) and Average Confidence and

Support Product (ACSP) for calculating the deviation. Our

main contributions include:

• Identification of fuzzy attributes and defining the

membership functions based on clustering techniques.

• Generation and Optimization of fuzzy association rules

of different orders using multi-objective genetic

algorithm.

• Experimental study on computer activity dataset and

network audit data.

2 Related work

Evolution of various techniques for Fuzzy Association

Rule Mining (FARM) is depicted in Fig. 1. Chan and Au

introduced a novel technique, called F-APACS, for mining

fuzzy association rules [7]. Existing algorithms involve

discretizing the domains of quantitative attributes into

intervals so as to discover quantitative association rules.

Instead of using intervals, F-APACS employs linguistic

terms to represent the revealed regularities and exceptions

[6].

F-APACS employs adjusted difference analysis which

has the advantage that it does not require any user-supplied

thresholds which are often hard to determine. F-APACS

effectively discovers rules from a real-life transactional

database of a PBX system provided by a telecommuni-

cation corporation.

Kuok’ s algorithm [17] expects the user or an expert to

provide the required fuzzy sets of the quantitative attributes

and their corresponding membership functions. Fu argues

that experts may not give the right fuzzy sets and their

corresponding membership functions. Hence, he proposed

a method to find the fuzzy sets based on clustering tech-

niques [3].

Zhang’ s EDPFT algorithm [18] discovers association

rules that have raw domain values, intervals and fuzzy

terms in both the antecedent and the consequent. Gyenesei

[5] assigns each attribute with several fuzzy sets that

characterize the quantitative attribute. He defines two dif-

ferent interest measures: fuzzy confidence and fuzzy

correlation and two different methods of mining fuzzy

quantitative association rules: with and without

normalization.

Gyenesei [2] introduces the problem of mining weighted

quantitative association rules based on fuzzy approach. He

assigns weights to the fuzzy sets to reflect their importance

to the user and proposes two different definitions of

weighted support: with and without normalization similar

to his previous method.

Ishibuchi et al. [19] demonstrated the effect of a three-

objective formulation of fuzzy rule selection on the genera-

lization ability of obtained rule sets. They have shown that

many non-dominated solutions can be simultaneously

obtained by the single run of Evolutionary Multi-Objective

Fig. 1 Evolution of the different approaches
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optimization (EMO) algorithms which is the advantage

over classical approaches and hence they have utilized this

in genetic rule selection for the design of fuzzy rule-based

classification systems [20].

Ishibuchi et al. extended the genetic algorithm-based

rule selection method in Ref. [19] to the case where various

fuzzy partitions with different granularities are used for

each input. This extension increases the number of candi-

date rules. Hence, they proposed a prescreening procedure

which is based on two rule evaluation criteria of associa-

tion rules, for decreasing the number of candidate rules.

Kaya et al. [21] proposed an automated clustering

method based on multi-objective genetic algorithms. This

method automatically clusters the values of a given quan-

titative attribute in order to obtain large number of large

itemsets in low duration. They compared their proposed

approach with CURE-based approach. In addition to the

autonomous specification of fuzzy sets, experimental

results exhibit good performance over CURE-based

approach in terms of runtime as well as the number of large

itemsets and interesting association rules.

Bridges et al. [16] developed a prototype Intelligent

Intrusion Detection System (IIDS) to demonstrate the

effectiveness of data mining techniques that utilize fuzzy

logic and genetic algorithms.

Au et al. developed a fuzzy technique, called Fuzzy

Association Rule Mining II (FARM II) for mining very

large Bank database [8]. They discovered some interesting

characteristics about the customers who had once used the

bank’ s loan services but then decided later to cease using

them. The bank translated what they discovered into

actionable items by offering some incentives to retain their

existing customers.

3 Statement of the research problem

Input: A dataset consisting of finite number records with

quantitative and categorical attributes.

Steps: Consider a database consisting of a set of attri-

butes A = {a1, a2, a3,…, an }, where ai can be quantitative

or categorical. For any quantitative attribute ai that belongs

to A can be represented using a linguistic term set

L = {l1,l2,…, lk}. Each linguistic term is characterized by a

fuzzy set Fij (jth fuzzy set for ith attribute) defined on the

domain of ai and whose membership function can be given

by

fij : DomainðaiÞ ! ½0; 1�

Categorical attributes are treated normally. The problem

is to find the set of association rules in terms of the

linguistic terms which are nothing but the defined fuzzy

sets on the attributes. Genetic algorithm is used to generate

and optimize the rules. Optimization of the association

rules is treated here as the multi-objective optimization

problem. The objective functions considered for the fuzzy

association rule mining problem are maximizing support

and confidence. Multi-objective optimization problem

considers a set of parameters called decision variables, a

set of ‘‘b’’ objective functions and a set of ‘‘c’’ constraints;

objective functions and constraints are functions of the

decision variables. The optimization goal is expressed as:

Min/Max y ¼ f ðxÞ ¼ ff1ðxÞ; f2ðxÞ; f3ðxÞ; . . .; fbðxÞg
where x ¼ ðx1; x2; x3; . . .; xaÞbelongs to X

y ¼ ðy1; y2; y3; . . .; ybÞbelongs to Y

where x is decision vector, y is objective vector, X denotes

decision space and Y is called objective space.

Output: Set of optimized fuzzy association rules of

different orders, which are in terms of linguistic terms, both

in antecedent and consequent parts.

4 Mining fuzzy association rules

4.1 Design

The proposed solution approach for finding the association

rules in terms of fuzzy terms is shown in Fig. 2. This

approach consists of five phases.

4.1.1 Database selection and cleaning

The first phase is selection of an appropriate dataset for the

rule extraction. Cleaning of the dataset involves converting

the attributes to the required form. For example, the format

of time attribute (HH:MM:SS) is not suitable for defining

fuzzy sets. So it has to be converted into seconds or any

other suitable format.

4.1.2 Preprocessing

Preprocessing step includes selecting the attributes, finding

the continuous attributes, defining the attribute hierarchies

for the selected attributes. Continuous attributes can be

partitioned into groups of certain range [18]. But this leads

to the problem of sharp boundaries. Though this problem

can be solved by using fuzzy set theory, it is difficult to

define the membership functions for each and every attri-

bute based on intuition [17]. Hence, a clustering based

approach [3] has been used for finding membership for

each attribute value.
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4.1.3 Rule generation and Rule optimization

This phase deals with the generation and optimization of

the rules which possess high support and high confidence

using multi-objective genetic algorithm [22].

4.1.4 Fuzzy association rules

After the optimization phase, all the extracted rules are

represented using linguistic terms and the attribute names.

Output of this procedure is a set of fuzzy association rules

of different orders.

The data flow diagram for mining fuzzy association

rules is shown in Fig. 3. Initially all the quantitative attri-

butes of the dataset are given as input for the fuzzy k-means

clustering module for calculating the membership func-

tions. Calculated function values are given to the rule

generation module for obtaining initial rules. Then, the

generated initial rules and membership function values are

given to the optimization module for generating optimized

rules. These rules are added to the main set of rules. Output

of all these phases is set of fuzzy association rules.

4.2 Solution

4.2.1 Linguistic term

Consider a dataset R which consists of attributes A = {A1,

A2, A3,…, An}, where each Ai can be continuous or

categorical. Let L = {l1, l2, l3,…, lm} be a set of linguistic

terms defined over a continuous attribute ai. Any continu-

ous attribute ai is represented by a linguistic variable Li,

whose values is a linguistic term in T(Li) = {lij /i = 0, 1,

2, …, si} where lij is linguistic term characterized by a

fuzzy set Fij, that is defined on domain of Ai.

UFij
¼ DomainðAiÞ ! ½0; 1�

The fuzzy sets Fij, i = 1, 2, …, si are represented as

Fij ¼
X

DomainðAiÞ

UFij
ðaiÞ

ai
if Ai is discrete

Fij ¼
Z

DomainðAiÞ

UFij
ðaiÞ

ai
if Ai is continuous

ð1Þ

where ai [ Domain(Ai). The degree of compatibility of

ai [ Domain(Ai) with linguistic term lij is given by
S

Fij
ðaiÞ

[8].

4.2.2 Fuzzy k-means clustering

We have used fuzzy k-means clustering to find the mem-

bership function values for all continuous attributes [23].

This method divides the values of each attribute into

k-clusters. The steps given below are used for clustering the

attribute values:

1. Place k points into the space represented by the objects

that are being clustered. These points represent initial

group centroids.

2. Assign each object to the group that has the closest

centroid.

3. When all objects have been assigned, recalculate the

positions of the k-centroids.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the centroids no longer

move. This produces a separation of the objects into

groups from which the metric to be minimized can be

calculated.

Fig. 3 Data flow diagram for fuzzy association rule mining

Fig. 2 Steps for extracting fuzzy association rules
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5. And this algorithm aims at minimizing the objective

function (squared error function [23] in our case).

J ¼
XN

i¼1

Xk

j¼1

ðuijÞmðxi � cjÞ2 ð2Þ

where (xi – cj)
2 is a chosen distance measure between

attribute value xi
(j) and the cluster centre cj, is an indicator

of the distance of the N (number of records) attribute values

from their respective cluster centers. The resultant clusters

have to be associated with k linguistic terms. These

linguistic terms are associated based on cluster centers and

attribute nature. Then the membership value is calculated

for each value using Cauchy function. It is given as [23]

uij ¼ f ðdÞ ¼ 1

da þ b
ð3Þ

where d is the distance from the cluster center is given by

d ¼
Xk

m¼1

jx� cjj
jx� cmj

� �2

ð4Þ

where x is the required attribute value, ci is the mean of ith

cluster, k is the total number of clusters for that attribute

and a,b are constants. The (unnormalized) degree of

membership is computed as the inverse squared distance

from the cluster center.

4.2.3 Adjusted difference

In order to decide whether the association between a lin-

guistic term, Lpq and another linguistic term, Luk is

interesting, adjusted difference method [24] has been used.

This is defined as

dLpqLuk
¼

ZLpqLukffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifficLpqLuk

p ð5Þ

where ZLpqLuk
the standardized difference, is given by

ZLpqLuk
¼

degLpqLuk
� eLpqLuk

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eLpqLuk

p ð6Þ

eLpqLuk
is the sum of degrees to which records are expected

to be characterized by Lpq and L uk and is calculated by

eLpqLuk
¼
Pm

i¼1 degLpqLui

Pn
j¼1 degLpjLukPn

j¼1

Pm
i¼1 degLpjLki

ð7Þ

where m and n are number of linguistic terms defined on

attributes u and p and cLpqLuk
is the maximum likelihood

estimate of the variance of ZLpqLuk
and is given by

cLpqLuk
¼ 1�

Pm
i¼1 degLpqLuiPm

i¼1

Pn
j¼1 degLpjLui

 !

� 1�
Pn

i¼1 degLpiLukPm
i¼1

Pn
j¼1 degLpjLui

 !
ð8Þ

If dlikljp [ 1:96 (the 95% of the normal distribution), we

can conclude that the association between Lpq and L uk is

interesting. The first order rules which satisfy this condition

are taken as the initial population.

4.2.4 Algorithm in detail

The first-order fuzzy association rules can be defined as

rules involving one linguistic term in their antecedent. The

second order fuzzy association rules can be defined as rules

involving two linguistic terms in their antecedent. Simi-

larly, higher order fuzzy association rules can be defined

using many linguistic terms in their antecedent. The algo-

rithm for extracting fuzzy association rules is given in

Fig. 4.

Initially all the first order rules (R1) are generated based

on the adjusted difference. Those rules which are having

dlikljp [ 1:96 are selected as the first order rules and added

to R which will store all order rules. The rules in R1 are

then used to generate second-order rules, which are, in turn,

stored in R2. The rules in R2 are then used to generate third-

order rules, which are stored in R3 and so on for fourth and

higher orders. This procedure is repeated to generate

association rules upto a certain higher-order.

Population initialize (Rk-1)

Begin

for (i = 0; i \ populationsize; i + +)

begin

for (j = 0; j \ nrules; j + +)

chromosomei rulej = rand (Rk-1)

end

Pk1 = [ chromosomei

End

Once the initial population is generated, fitness of the

chromosomes is calculated in terms of fuzzy support and

confidence [8]. Chromosome for generating rules of any

order consists of ‘‘n’’ number of rules (alleles). The

structure of a chromosome for generating second order

rules is shown in Fig. 5. The cells from La1t1 to La3t3 rep-

resent a second order rule and the arrow shows the nth rule.

The fuzzy support of a linguistic term La1t1 ; is repre-

sented by f supðLa1t1Þ and it is defined as follows

f supðLa1t1Þ ¼
P

t2D kLa1 t1
ðtÞ

P
t2D

Pk
j¼1 kLa1 tj

ðtÞ
ð9Þ
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where La1t1 represents a set of continuous attributes and

corresponding terms associated with that attribute.

The fuzzy support of the association La1t1 ) La2t2 ; f

supðLa1t1 ) La2t2Þ us given by

f supðLa1t1)La2t2Þ¼
P

t2D minðkLa1 t1
ðtÞ;kLa2 t2

ðtÞÞ
P

t2D

Pm
j¼1

Pn
k¼1 minðkLa1 tj

ðtÞ;kLa2 tk
ðtÞÞ
ð10Þ

The fuzzy confidence of the association La1t1)La2t2 ;

f confðLa1t1)La2t2Þ is given by,

f confðLa1t1 ) La2t2Þ ¼
f supðLa1t1 ) La2t2Þ

f supðLa1t1Þ
ð11Þ

The fuzzy support and confidence are calculated for all

the rules in a chromosome which are used to calculate the

fitness of each chromosome. In order to calculate the

fitness, rank of all the chromosomes has to be calculated.

Rank of each chromosome is calculated as the number of

chromosomes which are dominating the given chromosome

both in fuzzy support and fuzzy confidence. Fitness of a

chromosome i is given by

Fitness fi ¼ N �
Xri�1

k¼1

f ðkÞ � 0:5ðf ðriÞ � 1Þ ð12Þ

where N is the population size, f(k) is the number of

chromosomes which are having rank k and ri is the rank of

the given chromosome. We have used niching method [9,

25] to maintain a diverse set of solutions. Niche count of

each solution/chromosome nci is given by

nci ¼
Xf ðriÞ

j¼1

shðdijÞ ð13Þ

where sh is sharing function, it is defined as

shðdijÞ ¼ 1� dij

r
if dij\r otherwise 0 ð14Þ

And dij is given by

dij ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
XM

k¼1

f i
k � f j

k

f max
k � f min

k

 !2
vuut ð15Þ

where M is the number of objectives i.e fuzzy support and

confidence. fk
max and fk

min are the maximum and minimum

objective function values of the kth objective. Then shared

fitness sfi is calculated as follows:

sfi ¼
fi

nci
ð16Þ

To preserve the average fitness, shared fitness is scaled

using

sfi ¼
fi � f ðriÞ
Pf ðriÞ

k¼1 sfk
� sfi ð17Þ

Shared fitness of all the chromosomes having same rank

is summed up in order to calculate shared fitness of an

individual chromosome. Roulette wheel selection method

is used for the selection of chromosomes for the cross over

operation. Roulette wheel is constructed using the shared

fitness of all the chromosomes. Two point cross over is

used to produce next generation. Crossover operation is

Fig. 4 Algorithm for extracting fuzzy rules

Fig. 5 Structure of a chromosome
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clearly depicted in Fig. 6. Two points are selected

randomly for each chromosome. After applying the cross

over, two child chromosomes will be generated. These

chromosomes are added to next generation (j) population

pkj.

Chromosomes for the next generation are formed by

applying crossover operation for populationsize/two times.

These chromosomes become the new population for the

next iteration. Mutation operation is applied to the new

population with a probability pm, i.e. pm*populationsize

chromosomes are selected for mutation and they are

reconstructed from Rk-1 rule set. Resultant population is

considered as the initial population for the next iteration.

mutation (population pki).

Begin

for(i = 0; i \ popsize*muatationrate; i + +)

begin

Chrom1 = rand (pki)

Initialize (chrom1, Rk-1)

end

End

This procedure is repeated on the newly generated

population for a certain number of iterations or same

chromosome is selected more than 40% of the time for the

crossover. Finally, rules are constructed from the final

population Pkn in to kth order rule set Rk and these rules are

added to R. Total time complexity of the algorithm for

generating mth order rules is O (n*k*m*N), where n is the

population size, k is the number of iterations and N is the

number of records in the data set, n and k are constants for

each rule generation.

5 Results

We applied the proposed method on computer activity

dataset which describes the performance of a multi-

processor system [26]. The computerActivity database

consists of various performance measures, such as the

bytes read/written from sytem memory, from a Sun

Sparctation 20/712 with 2 CPUs and 128 Mb of main

memory. The scope of this application includes the

analysis of the processor utilization and system utilization

with respect to various parameters. This dataset consists

of 8146 records and each is characterized by 25 attributes.

Among all the 25 attributes, we identified system utili-

zation and user utilization as the primary attributes. We

used only these attributes in the consequent part of the

rules and all other attributes in the antecedent part.

Experimental set up consists of a Pentium IV 2.53 GHz

CPU with 512 MB of memory and Linux operating sys-

tem (Fedora core 2).

Three linguistic terms low, medium and high were

defined for the attribute ‘‘runqsz‘‘ (process run queue size)

and the attribute values were divided into these three

clusters. Because of three clusters, all the attribute values

belong to any one of the clusters with a membership value

of greater than 0.5. The mean values are found to be

{[5.59658], [2.91103] and [1.34045]} for these three

clusters as calculated using fuzzy k-means clustering

method based on the computed means, the linguistic terms

were associated as high, medium and low, respectively.

Membership values calculated are 0.00, 0.01 and 0.99 for

the above attribute when its value is 1.2. Number of rules

generated with different ranges of fuzzy support and fuzzy

confidence and the following parameters are shown in

Tables 1, 2 and 3.

Population size = 30

Number of iterations = 10

Mutation rate = 0.1

Number of alleles = 3

Rule order = 3

The obtained results clearly show that when the order of

the rules increases support decreases. Based on the support

and confidence values, the domain expert can find the rules

which are required for his/her domain analysis.

Time taken (in seconds) to generate rules of different

sizes and for different orders with 20 iterations and muta-

tion rate 0.1, is given in Table 4 and the corresponding

graph in Fig. 7. In Table 4, fourth order rules of size 120

and 150 have taken less time compared to other rule sizes.

This is due to the selection of same chromosome for more

than 40% of the times for crossover during rule generation,

so the evolution process was terminated before the required

number of iterations (20 iterations). Some of the rules

which are discovered by this methodology are given below:

If fork = very high then sys = very high

If rchar = low then sys = high

If fork = low and rchar = low then sys = highFig. 6 Crossover operation on two chromosomes A and B
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5.1 Intrusion Detection

We obtained a set of TCPDUMP data, available at [27].

The data set consists of three runs of tcpdump on generated

network intrusions and one tcpdump run on normal net-

work traffic (with no intrusions). Our experiments focused

on building an anomaly detection model from the normal

dataset using fuzzy association rule mining. As part of

preprocessing, we developed a script to scan each tcpdump

data file and extracted the connection level information

about the network traffic. For each TCP connection, the

script processes packets between the two ports of the par-

ticipating hosts and calculate the statistics which include

duration of the connection, bytes sent in each direction,

control packets ratio and data packets ratio. Since UDP is

connectionless (no connection state), we simply treat each

packet as a connection. Attribute name, nature and the

number of fuzzy sets defined on each attribute are given in

Table 5.

We used fuzzy k-means clustering for defining the

membership functions for all the continuous attributes.

Four linguistic terms medium, low, high and very low were

associated for the attribute ‘‘duration’’ using fuzzy k-means

clustering.

Initially, the proposed algorithm is executed to generate

the rules in terms of the fuzzy terms from the audit data. To

make these rules consistent, algorithm is executed many

times under different settings. For each new run, we

compute its rule set from the audit trail and update the

(existing) aggregate rule sets using a count for each rule.

Counts are incremented when there is a match between the

newly extracted rule and the rule in the aggregate rule set.

When the rule set stabilizes (there are no new rules added),

we can stop the data gathering process since we have

produced a near complete set of audit data for the normal

runs. We then prune the rule set by eliminating the rules

with low count.

Table 1 Second-order rules

Fuzzy support range Fuzzy confidence range

20–30 30–40 40–50 [50

0–10 0 1 3 0

10–20 16 7 18 3

20–30 12 13 5 2

[30 2 4 4 0

Table 2 Third-order rules

Fuzzy support range Fuzzy confidence range

20–30 30–40 40–50 [50

0–10 6 13 13 0

10–20 14 12 14 1

20–30 4 2 5 1

[30 0 1 4 0

Table 3 Fourth-order rules

Fuzzy support range Fuzzy confidence range

20–30 30–40 40–50 [50

0–5 7 1 12 1

5–10 15 15 19 1

[10 2 4 3 0

Table 4 Time (in seconds) taken to generate rules

Number of rules Order of the rules

First Second Third Fourth

30 0.31 10.93 13.09 16.5

60 0.57 20.57 48.78 62.1

90 1.68 51.81 69.02 77.98

120 2.05 57.65 84.69 45.63

150 2.26 68.35 90.03 67.47

Fig. 7 No. of rules versus time (in seconds)

Table 5 Attribute nature and fuzzy sets

Attribute name Type No. of fuzzy sets

Connection duration Continuous 4

Protocol Categorical TCP/UDP

Bytes sent Continuous 5

Bytes received Continuous 5

Control packets ratio Continuous 4

Data packets ratio Continuous 5
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In order to detect the intrusions in the network, we

defined a new measure called ‘‘Intrusion Chance Factor‘‘

which is given by

ICF ¼
Pr

i¼1

Pn
j¼1

Pm
k¼1 degLjk

ðmatched recordsÞ ð18Þ

where r is the number of records in the new dataset, n is the

number of rules in Aggregate rule set, m is the order of the

rule and matched_records is the number of matched

records. A matched record is one which has at least one

nonzero membership attribute in a given rule. We evalu-

ated five new datasets, in which two were normal datasets

and the other three were intruded datasets. All the five

datasets are initially converted to the connection specific

format using earlier mentioned approach. We defined

another measure called Average Confidence and Support

Product (ACSP), which is given as the product of average

support and average confidence of all the rules in the

aggregate rule set. We defined two fuzzy sets and two

normal sets due to the fuzziness of ICF. Two normal sets

define the regions where there is no chance of intrusion and

another with full chance of intrusion. Whereas the fuzzy

sets define the Intrusion or no intrusion with certain

membership value. Based on the dominance, decision has

to be made. Fuzzy sets on ICF are clearly shown in Fig. 8.

Fuzzy sets are defined based on the value of ACSP. In

this case, we defined two fuzzy sets within a region of

distance a to the either sides of ACSP. In this case, we

selected a as 5. ACSP value for our aggregate data set is

approximately 18. The calculated ICF, ACSP and result for

all the five datasets are shown in Table 6 and the corre-

sponding graph is shown in Fig. 9.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a solution approach for

extracting fuzzy association rules in terms of linguistic

terms. Unlike other methods which define membership

functions based on intuition, our approach uses the fuzzy

k-means clustering for calculating fuzzy membership

functions. We have used adjusted difference for finding the

interestingness among the attributes in order to generate the

initial rules. The important feature of this approach is that it

uses MOGA for extracting the rules. MOGA finds the set

of trade off optimal solutions by considering fuzzy support

and fuzzy confidence as objectives.
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